
BIO:
Raised in Southern California and rooted in Country 
music, Anna Vaus blends her West Coast cool with 
refreshing hooks and unmistakably relatable lyrics - 
simultaneously personal and universal.  “Girl In A Bar” is 
the lead single from her sophomore EP 
co-produced with Luke Laird.  “I’m guilty as charged 
when it comes to writing about where I come from,” 
says the Poway, CA native.  “It’s made me who I am. 
Although I haven’t turned all of those into songs, the 
ones I do are the truth.”  Vaus’ deep connection with 
her home state combined with a passion for evolving 
country music made Nashville the perfect place for her 
roots to find wings.

LISTEN:

www.annavaus.com

WATCH:
Girl in a Bar
(Official Video)

LISTEN:
Born on a Windy Day

UP NEXT:

HIGHLIGHTS:
• Chosen by Miranda Lambert as the first recipient of 

the Miranda Lambert Women Creators Fund.
• CMT’s Next Women of Country Class of 2019
• Signed to Black River Publishing & CAA
• Video for “Day Job” is featured on CMT’s 24/7 music 

channel, CMT Music.
• Vaus made her Grand Ole Opry debut in June 2019

WATCH:

WATCH:
Wild Honey
(Official Video)

LISTEN:
Girl in a Bar

LISTEN:
[Unreleased] EP - Wild Honey
(Coming July 16)

FEATURED IN:

LISTEN:
Wild Honey

“Vaus, an alumnus of CMT’s Next Women of Country 
2019, pairs with Grammy-winning writer/producer Luke 
Laird for this wistful mid-tempo tale of a time when 
everything was going fine with her beau... until it 
wasn’t.” - Billboardard

“The deceptively melancholy track [Girl in a Bar] doesn’t 
aim for country clever — instead, Vaus simply tells it like 
it is. In this case, that truth is an uncomfortable run-in 
with her ex.” - Rolling Stone Country
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